Operating Instructions

Steam Iron
Model No.: CI-S18
Please read this instruction carefully before use

PARTS DESCRIPTION

Measuring cup

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
1. Please read this guide carefully before use and keep it
well.
2. Never immerse the iron in the water or other liquids to
avoid damage and danger.
3. Never leave the iron unattended while it is connected to
the mains.
4. Place the iron in a place far away from children’s access
to avoid careless touch by children.
5. The soleplate of the iron can become extremely hot and
may cause burns if touched.

6. This appliance is intended for household use only.

BEFORE FIRST USE
1. Check if the voltage indicated on the type plate
corresponds to the mains supply.
2. Remove sticker or protective foil from the soleplate if
there is any.

SETTING THE TEMPERATURE


Set the temperature dial to the required ironing
temperature by turning it to the position of the
temperature indicator (see Table 1).



When you do not know what kind of fabric(s) the
article is made of, try to iron on a spot, which will be
invisible when you wear it. If some kind of finish has
been applied, the textile can best be ironed on
somewhat lower temperature.



Iron the reverse side of the silk, woolen and synthetic
materials to prevent shiny spots.

Textile Type

Temperature Control

Polyamide
fiber



Low

Nylon



Low

Silk
Wool




Normal
Normal

Cotton &
Linen



Normal &
High

Table 1

Better ironing instructions
Dry ironing; inside of cloth
or ironing with cloth-padding
to avoid the spotting
Dry ironing; inside of cloth,
Ironing:
Collar,
sleeve,
placket, can lightly ironing
the front of cloth
Dry ironing; inside of cloth
Unsuitable for dry ironing
Steam
ironing;
spray
according the crimple and
thickness of cloth, power
steam iron the back of
fuscous cloth to avoid
“aurora”

Instruction Label:
Ironing thin
cloth
Ironing inside
of cloth
Do not iron
this article

 Adjust the knob toward nylon if
your clothes isn’t the same as one
of the list
 Cushion cloth under the ironing
heat-sensitive clothes to prevent
to transfigure and destroy

SPECIFICATIONS
Model
Rated Voltage
Rated Frequency
Rated Power

CI-S18
220~240V
50Hz
1200~1400W

OPERATION
A. Dry Ironing
1. Classify the clothing according to the tables attached
before use.
2. Set the steam control dial to position O (= no steam).
3. Place the iron vertically and set the temperature dial
to the recommended position.

**Filling the water tank**
1. Never immerse the iron in water.
2. Unplugged the socket.
3. Tilt the iron backwards.
4. Fill the water tank with cold tap water up to maximum
level. Do not fill the water tank beyond the MAX
indication.

B. Steam Ironing
1. Ensure that there is enough water in the water tank.
2. Turn the variable steam knob to the required setting
for different types of fabric.
3. The indicator light will turn “OFF” when the indicated
setting reaches the correct temperature.

C. Burst Steam
1. Set the temperature control to position “MAX”, and
rotate the steam button to position
the indicator
light will turn on. Wait for 2-3 minutes until the light is
off, now you can start ironing.
2. Wait a few seconds for the steam to penetrate the
fabric before pressing the button again for more
steam.
3. If the temperature pilot light comes on again, this
indicates the iron is heating up again.
4. Wait until the pilot light turn off, then you can
recommence ironing.

D. Spray Functions
1. Press the spray function when ironing heavily
creased clothes.
2. You may press water-spraying button repeatedly, the
iron can spray vapor to accelerate the rate of ironing.

CARE and CLEANING
1. Before cleaning, remove the plug from the wall socket
and allow the iron to cool down sufficiently.
2. The appliance can be cleaned with a damp cloth. Do not
use abrasives on the soleplate.

3. Clean the water tank regularly by filling it with water and
shaking it. Then pour the water out.
4. CAUTION: Never use scouring pads, abrasive or harsh
cleaners as this may scratch the surface.

TROUBLESHOOTING
Problem
The iron is
plugged but
the soleplate
is cold

Possible cause(s)
Connection problem
Temperature dial set at
MIN
No water in water tank

No steam

The steam control has
been set to position O

Water leaks
from the
soleplate
during ironing

The set temperature is
too low

Water leaks
from the
soleplate
while the iron
is cooling
down or after
it has been
stored

The iron has been put in
horizontal position while
there is still water in the
water tank

Not hot

Solution
Check the mains cord,
plug and wall socket
Set the temperature dial
to the required position
Fill the water tank
Set the temperature to
steam position
Set
the
temperature
control
dial
to
a
temperature suitable for
steam ironing
Empty the water tank and
set the steam control to
position O before storing
the iron
Place the iron on its heel

The iron is unplugged

Put the plug in the socket

Power cut or fuse cut

Change
using

fuse

or

stop

* Sent the faulty iron to a qualified service center for repair.
DO NOT repair the product by yourself.

STORAGE
1. Remove the plug from the wall socket.
2. Empty the water tank.
3. Set the steam control to position (O), stand the iron
upright and let it cool down sufficiently.
4. The wire cord can be loop around the cord storage.

5. Regularly check the wire cord and keep it in a dry place
and safe condition.

